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Sentence starters
your class in a circle on the floor. Use this time to begin with a sentence starter. Have each child start with the starter and add their thought to finish the sentence.
introduce. This essay discusses

**Persuasive Sentence Starters**

PERSUASIVE SENTENCE STARTERS. INTRODUCTION. I believe that I think that (the issue) is a really good idea. Although not

**Sentence Starters elearning**

Sentence Starters. Summary. This ______ is really about It happened just like this To summarize the text, I would say The main characters are

**Super Sentence Starters**

using sentence starter strategies in small In the 4th week, I had students using prompts from the activity box with . we raised our school grade from a C to.

**Sentence Starters litcomp**

academic language through either sentence starters or sentence frames. Both approaches are Sentence Starters. Sentence . Analyzing the Text. The author .

**LAP 3: SENTENCE STARTERS YOUR OPINION MATTERS**

Students will be introduced to opinion sentence starters that will be used in future Sentence starter examples and discussion will help students understand .

**Sentence Starters for Summary Writing**

Summarizing Texts (written or spoken). Summarizing a Process. Summarizing Ideas in a Textbook. 1.) The section titled ______ is about 2.) The main idea of .

**Science Lab Report Sentence Starters**

Science Lab Report Sentence Starters. Purpose. The purpose of this experiment was. This lab relates to the things we have been learning in class because.

**Main Idea Sentence Starters.pdf**

Page 1. It is amazing to think about. Let me explain. You’ll be excited to learn that ______. Do you realize that. Have you ever thought about ______.

**SENTENCE STARTERS FOR ACTIVE READING**

Use the sentence starters below when writing a response. CLARIFYING (CL) . Response Log #3 Read and
write a summary and response below. Title of text: .

**Sentence Starters Aboyne Academy**


**Sentence Starters for Socratic Seminar**

Sentence Starters for Socratic Seminar. Clarification: . could you please rephrase that? I did not understand. Could you repeat that, please? I did not understand

**3-Socratic Seminar Sentence Starters**

TEACHINGHISTORY.ORG is funded by the U.S. Department of Education (ED-07-CO-0088). Socratic Seminar: Strategies for Active Classroom Participation.

**Math Talk Sentence Starters.pdf**

Math Talk Sentence Starters. I think _____ because ______. My first step is ______. I still have a question about ______. I learned _____ when ______.

**Science Summary Sentence Starters**

Science Summary Sentence Starters 1. My data shows that 2. My hypothesis was right because 3. The evidence shows that 4. My results proved that

**Response Journal Sentence Starters astech**

Sentence Starters for Your Reading Response Journals. Fiction If I were the author, I would have changed the part of the story when 14. . Non-Fiction. 21.

**Summary Frame with Sentence Starters Directions**

Aug 9, 2011 - Summary Frame with Sentence Starters. (Modified from original by Kate Kinsella, San Francisco State University, 6/02). Directions: Complete

**! Math!Sentence!Starters! Discussion!Questions!**

Math!Sentence!Starters! ! *To!do!this!problem,!I!need!to! *I!understand!_____!but!I!do!not!understand!_____! *I!checked!my!answer!by

(1) sentence starters Peel My Class Sites

mix them; use them in your text/oral presentation. 2007 Bernie Zttl. (1) sentence starters. - first of all. 2007 .vu.
Making Connections Practice Use the sentence starters to

Use the sentence starters to practice writing a response for making connections. 1) The song "We are the World" reminds me of when I saw a news article.
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sentence starters for research papers HCC Learning Web

SENTENCE STRUCTURES FOR RESEARCH PAPERS. The following The information provided in the University of Maryland article reports that Based on.

Useful words and sentence starters for non-fiction texts

Useful words and sentence starters for non-fiction texts. Recount. Instruction. Information Explanation. Persuasion. Discussion. Firstly First of all To start

Day 1 Introduction Sentence Starters On a separate sheet of

Sentence Starters. On a separate sheet of paper, complete the following sentences. Remember, no answer is a wrong answer. Only your teacher will read your

Socratic Seminar (Sentence Starters handout).pdf

Socratic Seminar Sentence Starters. Directions: During any Socratic seminar or discussion that we have in class, you are expected to use academic language